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Peloton, the tech-enabled fitness company (or media, interactive software, product design, social
connection, etc., etc., company), was supposed to be one of the few VC-backed unicorns to go public with
actual profits. However, when Peloton co-founder and CEO John Foley said that his company was “weirdly
profitable” in a CNBC interview last year, it seems “weirdly” actually meant not really profitable at all. Last
week, Peloton’s Form S-1 filing revealed that, while the company grew revenue over 110% in FY 2019, it
generated losses of nearly $200M on $915M of revenue. Despite the miscommunication on the company’s
profitability, Peloton will be heading to the public markets this fall, and investors are undoubtedly wondering
whether Peloton will debut higher than its last private valuation of approximately $4B.

Source: Peloton Interactive, Inc. Form S-1

What kind of company is Peloton?
By its own admission, Peloton is a lot of things boiled down to one—namely, “happiness.” However, despite
this self-characterization, Peloton is really a fast-growing consumer hardware company with a solid
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subscription business. Sales of Peloton’s “Connected Fitness Products,” meaning its bikes and treadmills,
grew at an average quarter-over-quarter rate of 103% in FY 2019, reaching $719M. Peloton’s fitness
equipment also comes with “Connected Fitness Subscriptions,” for which the company charges $39.00 per
month. Additionally, for users who have not purchased a Peloton bike or treadmill, they can still enjoy the
company’s digital fitness content for $19.49 per month. In total, “Subscription” revenue grew to $181M in FY
2019 at an average quarter-over-quarter rate of 125%. Peloton also generated almost $15M of “Other”
revenue, for a grand total of $915M in FY 2019.

OK—so what’s it worth?
Good question. Seasoned consumer hardware investors have been burned a number of times by hardware
companies that raised hundreds of millions in private capital, only to go bankrupt. Jawbone (raised $930M)
and Juceiro (raised $100M) are the two highest profile examples. Even when public, hardware has
struggled—companies like Fitbit and GoPro currently trade at only 0.5x Price-to-Revenue (P/S). Because
Peloton is primarily a hardware business, we would expect it to trade at approximately 3x to 5x its revenue.
Using the average P/S multiple of seven public hardware companies (~4.5x), Peloton’s $719M of
“Connected Fitness Products” revenue implies a $3.2B valuation for the hardware side of the business.
However, Peloton also has a fast-growing, software subscription business, which investors will be
evaluating closely. Using the median (17x) and mean (22x) P/S multiples of our public SaaS comparables
set, Peloton’s $181M of FY 2019 “Subscription” revenue implies valuations of $3B and $4B, respectively, for
the company’s recurring revenue stream. With Peloton’s implied hardware valuation, the company may be
worth approximately $6.2B to $7.2B based on prevailing public multiples.

Does that valuation make sense?
Valuing a business based on public comparables is difficult for a number of reasons, including the lack of
pure play comparables and volatile public market swings. In Peloton’s case, the subscription side of the
business is not really a SaaS company, given the majority of its recurring revenue is tied to its hardware
sales, and the company’s “software subscription” is really more like a Netflix content subscription than true
Software-as-a-Service. As such, we expect most investors to continue viewing Peloton as a hardware play
with a subscription revenue kicker.
In this way, Peloton is a bit like Apple, which became the largest company in the world on the back of its
hardware products and now is focusing on building out its subscription content businesses. Using Apple’s
current P/S multiple of 3.6x, Peloton’s implied valuation is only $3.3B, well below its last private valuation
from last year. However, Apple only grew revenue by 16% in its last FY, well below Peloton’s 110% growth
rate. Given Peloton’s growth, we expect its underwriters to pitch a significantly higher multiple—one closer
to the illustrative $6.2B valuation we estimate above. As always, we'll wait for the public markets to have the
final say.

SaaS comparable companies list includes the following: ZM (Zoom Video Communications), CRWD
(CrowdStrike), WORK (Slack), MDLA (Medallia), PD (PagerDuty), ZS (Zscaler), OKTA (Okta), TEAM
(Atlassian), SMAR (Smartsheet), PLAN (Anaplan), ESTC (Elastic), NOW (ServiceNow), PS (Pluralsight), AVLR
(Avalara), DOCU (DocuSign), FSLY (Fastly), TENB (Tenable), SVMK (SurveyMonkey), ZUO (Zuora), DBX
(Dropbox), DOMO (Domo), CBLK (Carbon Black), and PVTL (Pivotal). Consumer hardware comparable
companies list includes the following: TIVO (TiVo Corporation), Garmin Ltd. (GRMN), GoPro (GPRO), Fitbit
(FIT), Apple (AAPL), ROKU (Roku), and SONO (Sonos)
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